Abstract-In this paper, we show that for haptic rendering using position feedback, the structure of the feedback loop imposes a fundamental tradeoff between accurate rendering of virtual environments and sensitivity of closed-loop responses to hardware variations and uncertainty. Due to this tradeoff, any feedback design that achieves high-fidelity rendering incurs a quantifiable cost in terms of sensitivity. Analysis of the tradeoff reveals certain combinations of virtual environment and haptic device dynamics for which performance is achieved only by accepting very poor sensitivity. This analysis may be used to show that certain design specifications are infeasible and may guide the choice of hardware to mitigate the tradeoff severity. We illustrate the predicted consequences of the tradeoff with an experimental study.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
ESIGN of a feedback controller involves compromises between certain conflicting objectives. These tradeoffs are imposed by factors such as the location of sensors and actuators, and limitations of the hardware such as sample rate, delay, bandwidth, and quantization. By quantifying these tradeoffs, we are able to reveal relationships between hardware and feedback properties that are satisfied for all controller designs. Such knowledge allows one, for instance, to identify infeasible specifications before controller design is attempted. If design specifications cannot be relaxed, interpretation of the underlying mathematical relationships can provide guidance in selecting different hardware to reduce the severity of tradeoffs. On the other hand, if feasible feedback designs do exist, knowledge of tradeoffs can confirm that a particular design strikes a favorable compromise between conflicting goals.
Feedback control in haptic rendering is used to shape the closed-loop dynamics of a haptic device to match the dynamics of a desired virtual environment. The use of feedback, however, must be weighed against the costs associated with feedback, notably the potential for instability. Previous research in haptic interface systems has addressed tradeoffs between performance and stability due to sampling [1] - [9] , quantization [1] , [5] , [6] , [8] , [9] , hardware damping [1] - [3] , [5] - [9] , and nonlinearities [1] , [2] , [4] - [9] . An important characteristic of feedback design that has not been analyzed for haptic rendering is the sensitivity of the closed-loop response to parameter variations in the hardware and model uncertainty. Predictions about stability or performance become less reliable as the sensitivity to hardware dynamics increases, and although feedback may be used to attenuate sensitivity, feedback may also amplify sensitivity.
Stability analysis for haptic interface systems is complicated by the presence of the human operator in the feedback loop. Coupled stability of the human operator in feedback with the haptic interface system is typically assured by guaranteeing that the haptic interface system is energetically passive. While design criteria have been developed to show that the nominal closed-loop haptic interface system is passive [1] , [2] , [6] , [7] , [9] - [11] , previous research has not addressed robustness of passivity to hardware variations and model uncertainty. In a linear systems framework, passivity imposes a phase requirement on the closed-loop frequency response of the haptic device to the human operator. However, poor sensitivity of this response to variations in the haptic device dynamics implies that the actual closed-loop frequency response may differ substantially from the nominal frequency response in gain and phase. Then, while the nominal design may be passive, the actual feedback system may violate passivity and jeopardize coupled stability.
Tradeoffs between performance and sensitivity are well characterized for typical servo-control applications [12] ; however, feedback design for haptic interface cannot be treated as a typical servo-control problem. An important goal of feedback in servo-control applications is to reject disturbances that enter at the actuator input. In haptic rendering, the operator's applied force typically enters at the actuator input and the control objective is to provide the user with a particular dynamic response, termed the virtual environment. This design objective may be treated as a model-matching problem rather than a servo-control problem. As a consequence, additional design tradeoffs exist in haptic rendering which have no counterpart in servo-control systems.
The Bode sensitivity function characterizes multiple important properties of a feedback system including stability robustness and sensitivity of closed-loop transfer functions to variations in the hardware dynamics [12] . In typical servo-control problems, the Bode sensitivity function also describes the disturbance response of performance outputs; however, for a certain class of feedback systems, attenuation of this disturbance response is not achieved by attenuating the Bode sensitivity function. This class of systems is characterized by performance outputs that differ from the measured outputs and disturbance inputs that affect the plant through different dynamics than the control inputs. As detailed in Freudenberg et al. [13] , an algebraic (frequency-by-frequency) tradeoff exists within these systems between performance goals and feedback properties described by the Bode sensitivity function.
In this paper, we apply the results of [13] to reveal a tradeoff between performance and sensitivity not previously analyzed within haptic interface systems. Our analysis shows that, at a frequency, all feedback designs must compromise between rendering the virtual environment accurately and reducing sensitivity to haptic device dynamics. We capture the severity of this tradeoff in a single frequency-dependent parameter that depends on the virtual environment and haptic device dynamics. Based on the tradeoff, the cost in terms of sensitivity to render a virtual environment accurately is independent of the feedback design, and is large at frequencies where inherent dynamics of the haptic device would mask the virtual environment dynamics. We introduce a controller design that cancels the haptic device dynamics as needed and is subject to the attendant poor sensitivity for certain virtual environments. Due to the tradeoff, the only way to reduce sensitivity without sacrificing performance is to redesign the haptic device hardware with reduced inherent dynamics such as smaller inertia and damping.
The tradeoff we show is fundamental to the hardware and does not depend on the controller implementation or complexity. Our analysis assumes a haptic device, equipped with position sensing, whose dynamic response to the control input is the same as the dynamic response to the human operator's applied force. For simplicity, we treat single-axis haptic devices. We work with continuous linear time-invariant models of the haptic interface system and do not capture sampled-data effects, quantization, and other nonlinearities. While these factors present their own limitations and tradeoffs, the tradeoff we discuss exists in addition to these, and its severity cannot be diminished by increasing sample rate, improving sensor quantization, or minimizing nonlinear dynamics.
In Section II, we introduce a model for haptic rendering, define a new performance metric distortion, and derive an expression for performance sensitivity. The general theory of Freudenberg et al. [13] is briefly reviewed in Section III, followed by an application of the theory to haptic rendering. In Section IV, we discuss design of a generalized virtual coupler. Experimental results in Section V highlight the design tradeoff as expressed by a common virtual coupler design and a generalized virtual coupler design.
II. RENDERING VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS USING POSITION FEEDBACK CONTROL
A. Hardware & Controller
In a standard configuration of haptic rendering, a human operator grasps and applies forces to a motorized, computercontrolled manipulator. Fig. 1 shows this standard setup using a direct-drive, single-axis, rotary handwheel equipped with an encoder for position measurement. The controller reads the handwheel position y, as measured by the encoder, and com- putes a motor command. The amplified motor command drives a torque u that acts on the handwheel. The human operator also applies a torque f on the handwheel, which affects the position y through the same dynamics as u. The motor, amplifier, encoder, and handwheel together comprise the haptic device. Note that the haptic device may be linear or rotary, and without loss of generality, we refer to f and u as forces rather than torques.
We model the feedback system in a linear time-invariant framework, where the haptic device model is given by the transfer function P and the controller is given by C. (All variables are functions of the Laplace variable s unless specifically indicated otherwise.) The position of the haptic device is then given by
and the motor command is given by
The human operator perceives the closed-loop response from f to y given by P/(1 + P C). We refer to this transfer function as the rendered virtual environment, which we denote by
B. Posing Feedback Design as a Model-Matching Problem
The purpose of feedback control in haptic rendering is to shape the closed-loop response of the haptic device position y to the human operator's input f . The desired response is generated by the virtual environment dynamics, denoted by the transfer function R d . Let us define y d to be the desired closed-loop response of y to f . Then
and accurate rendering of the environment dynamics is achieved by attenuating the response of the error signal y − y d to the human operator force f . We use the standard form of the general control configuration [12] to capture the feedback design problem of haptic rendering. As shown in Fig. 2 , the standard form consists of a generalized multivariable plant G in feedback with a generalized controller K. The generalized plant G describes the input/output responses from disturbance inputs w and control inputs u to performance outputs z and measured outputs y
We denote the closed-loop disturbance response from w to z by T z w . For a scalar system, the disturbance response is given by
Performance goals are achieved by designing the generalized controller K to attenuate the disturbance response T z w . The block diagram shown in Fig. 3 depicts the feedback design of haptic interface posed in the general control configuration. The exogenous input w is generated by the human operator force f , and performance output z is defined by the error signal
which is normalized by the desired closed-loop response R d . Then, the elements of the generalized plant G (contained within the dashed box in Fig. 3 ) are
We may compute the disturbance response T z w by substituting (8) into (6) and −C for K
Note that the term P/(1 + P C) describes the actual closed-loop response R between the human operator input f and the haptic device position y. The disturbance attenuation problem captured by (9) may be treated as a model-matching problem. To attenuate the disturbance response T z w , the controller C must reduce the mismatch between rendered virtual environment R and the desired virtual environment R d . Let the closed-loop disturbance response (9) for haptic rendering be denoted by
We call this relative error between R and R d distortion. Exact model-matching R ≡ R d , known as perfect transparency [14] , is achieved when Θ c ≡ 0. The performance objective of the feedback design is to improve the matching between R and R d ; however, the use of feedback may in fact degrade the matching. Let Θ o denote distortion of the open-loop system
The use of feedback is beneficial when the ratio Θ o /Θ c is less than one in magnitude, and is detrimental when the ratio is greater than one. While the performance goals of both servo-control and haptic rendering can be described as disturbance attenuation problems, the disturbance attenuation problem of a typical servo-control application is not also a model-matching problem. For haptic rendering, the desired response of y to the exogenous input f is R d ; whereas in servo-control problems, the disturbance rejection problem implies ideally a null response from f to y.
C. Sensitivity to Parameter Variations in the Haptic Device
In addition to nominal performance, any practical feedback design must provide a degree of robustness to variations in the haptic device. The Bode sensitivity function S describes several important feedback properties including the sensitivity of closed-loop transfer functions to variations in hardware dynamics [12] . In terms of the haptic device dynamics P and the controller C, the Bode sensitivity function is
Let us then consider the sensitivity of the rendered virtual environment R to the haptic device dynamics P . It follows from differentiation of R by P that
Thus S describes the differential change in the rendered environment dR/R to a differential change in the haptic device model dP/P . Then, to a first-order approximation, relative error in the haptic device dynamics results in a relative error between the nominal and actual rendered virtual environments scaled by the Bode sensitivity function S. To reduce the sensitivity of R to variations in the haptic device dynamics and model uncertainty, the feedback design must attenuate S.
D. Structure of the Haptic Interface Controller
The haptic interface controller is typically partitioned into two parts: a simulation of the virtual environment and a virtual coupler [15] . This latter element connects the hardware with the virtual environment. As shown in Fig. 4 , the virtual coupler produces an input f e to the virtual environment and receives the desired position of the haptic device y d . (Note that y d = y as f e is not generally equal to f .) Partitioned in this way, the design of the controller is split into two problems: creating an accurate simulation of the virtual environment dynamics, and designing a generalized virtual coupler to render that virtual environment accurately. With this structure, various virtual environments can, in theory, be interchanged without redesigning the virtual coupler. Note that, for haptic applications involving scaling between the haptic device and the virtual environment, we assume without loss of generality in our analysis that these scaling factors are internal to the virtual environment.
The virtual coupler is often modeled after mechanical elements such as springs and dampers, but can more generally be described by four transfer functions relating the two inputs and two outputs. In Section IV, we find design directives for these four transfer functions that minimize distortion. For now we defer discussion about design of the virtual coupler, because the tradeoff between performance and sensitivity, which is the focus of the present paper, is independent of the structure imposed on C.
III. TRADEOFF BETWEEN PERFORMANCE AND SENSITIVITY
A. Background
For many common feedback systems such as servo-control applications, the disturbance response T z w is described by the Bode sensitivity function S. However, within multivariable control systems where 1) the output and performance variables differ and 2) the control and exogenous input affect the plant through different dynamics, S does not describe T z w . Then, at a frequency, the feedback design cannot attenuate both the disturbance response and sensitivity as dictated by an algebraic (frequency-by-frequency) identity presented in [13] . We now briefly reproduce this identity in terms of the general control configuration.
Recall that, according to (6) , the disturbance response T z w in terms of the elements of the generalized plant
The Bode sensitivity function for the general control configuration is S = 1/(1 − G y u K). Combining the expressions for T z w and S, we can find an expression that does not depend explicitly on the controller K.
. Then, we have the algebraic identity
The Bode sensitivity function describes disturbance attenuation only when Γ = 1. There are two special cases where Γ ≡ 1: 1) systems whose performance variable is also the measured output, that is G z u = G y u and G z w = G y w and 2) systems whose control and exogenous input enter the system through the same dynamics, that is G z u = G z w and G y u = G y w .
For systems where Γ ≡ 1, achieving good performance and low sensitivity are competing goals. The severity of the tradeoff is determined by Γ and is generally frequency dependent. Recall that we wish to attenuate both T z w and S. However, at frequencies where |Γ(jω)| 1, the cost to attenuate the closed-loop disturbance response relative to the open-loop disturbance response is large amplification of S(jω). On the other hand, at frequencies where |Γ(jω)| 1, the cost to attenuate the Bode sensitivity function is large amplification of the closed-loop disturbance response relative to the open-loop disturbance response. Furthermore, note that in (14) , both S and T z w may be large.
B. Application to Haptic Rendering
We now interpret the tradeoff implied by (14) for haptic rendering with position feedback. Recall that in (14) , the closedloop disturbance response T z w is Θ c and the open-loop disturbance response G z w is Θ o . In the absence of feedback, the Bode sensitivity function S and the ratio Θ c /Θ o are precisely unity at all frequencies. Performance afforded by feedback control is gauged by attenuation of the ratio |Θ c /Θ o | evaluated along the jω-axis, and the benefit of feedback in terms of reduced sensitivity to the haptic device dynamics is gauged by attenuation of |S| evaluated along the jω-axis.
The tradeoff severity Γ is found by substituting (8) into
Given a fixed device model P , the term 1/Θ o approaches 0 as R d approaches 0. For R d ≡ 0, the tradeoff severity Γ ≡ 0 and there exists a tradeoff between attenuating distortion and attenuating the Bode sensitivity function. The tradeoff is most severe at frequencies where Θ o → −1 and frequencies where
We first consider the situation where
At these frequencies, the magnitude of the virtual environment |R d (jω)| is much greater than the magnitude of the haptic device dynamics |P (jω)|, and partial cancellation of the device dynamics is required to present R d accurately. The cost of partially canceling device dynamics, however, is amplification of the Bode sensitivity function.
Let us alternatively consider the situation where Θ o → 0 and Γ → ∞, which arises at frequencies where the response of the virtual environment R d (jω) is close to the open-loop response of the haptic device P (jω). Little or no feedback is required to achieve low distortion since open-loop distortion is already nearly 0. However, the Bode sensitivity function approaches 1 as the feedback gain approaches 0. We may use feedback to attenuate sensitivity, but only by accepting large amplification of
An important consequence of (14) is that, at frequencies where Γ = 1, any feedback design that attenuates the ratio Θ c /Θ o cannot also attenuate the Bode sensitivity function S. Furthermore, regardless of the controller synthesis technique or controller complexity, S → 1 − 1/Γ at frequencies where Θ c /Θ o → 0. Substituting (15) for Γ, we reduce this limit to
At frequencies where |R d (jω)/P (jω)| is large, accurate rendering of the virtual environment can only be achieved by accepting very poor robustness to variations in the haptic device dynamics. We may also establish a bound on the difference between S and R d /P given closed-loop distortion. It follows from (14) and (15) that
Then, the difference S − R d /P is simply (R d /P )Θ c , and the relative error between S and R d /P is given by
Thus, at a frequency, closed-loop distortion
The virtual environment R d and haptic device model P are transfer functions from force to motion; thus a large magnitude of either transfer function corresponds to a small mechanical impedance. It is then not surprising that, as given by (16) , poor sensitivity results when we accurately render a virtual environment with a small mechanical impedance relative to the mechanical impedance of the haptic device. We note, however, that this sensitivity does not arise from cancellation achieved through feedforward control. The controller C in Fig 3 is in feedback around the haptic device P . Furthermore, the sensitivity to hardware dynamics induced by feedback control may be much greater than the unity sensitivity of feedforward control. Perhaps less intuitive is the frequency-dependent nature of the tradeoff. For instance, rendering a pure spring with low distortion using a haptic device with inertia induces sensitivity that increases with frequency.
IV. VIRTUAL COUPLER DESIGN
The design tradeoff introduced predicts the cost to achieve low distortion. With this analysis, one may evaluate whether a feedback design efficiently trades off performance for sensitivity; however, the analysis does not provide a design technique. We now discuss design of the virtual coupler introduced in Section II-D. Our approach is to find a parameterization of the virtual coupler design that provides useful terms for tuning the closed-loop distortion. We then generate design directives for optimizing performance, and use such a design in Section V to demonstrate experimentally the sensitivity induced as the distortion is reduced. We note, however, that this design optimized for performance may not necessarily be appropriate. While it highlights one point in the tradeoff between performance and sensitivity, one may choose other points in the tradeoff that provide a different balance of feedback properties.
A. Performance of the Generalized Virtual Coupler
As discussed in Section II-D, the haptic interface feedback controller C is typically partitioned into the virtual environment and virtual coupler. The virtual coupler is generally fixed and should accommodate a range of virtual environments. Referring to Fig. 4 , the virtual coupler describes the response from the haptic device position y and desired position y d to the motor command u and the virtual environment force f e . This set of input/output responses is often modeled after a physical system such as a spring [15] . Let us simply express these input/output relationships by the matrix of transfer functions B = [
Fig . 5 shows the block diagram of the haptic interface system with B interposed between the virtual environment and haptic device. We note that B is more general than the virtual coupler described in [1] or extended in [15] . Each controller element of B may be any transfer function, and we impose no relationships between elements. We refer to B as a generalized virtual coupler.
To focus on the design of B, we find it useful to remove the virtual environment from the problem and just consider the feedback interconnection of the haptic device P with the generalized virtual coupler B. Referring to Fig. 5 , the input/output response of P in feedback with the B is
As we will show, the terms of the four input-output responses of (20) 
We then use H as a reparameterization of the generalized virtual coupler B.
Before we connect the virtual environment to H, let us remark on the role of the elements of H. Referring to (21), the response from the desired position of the haptic device y d to the actual position y is described by H 12 . Clearly, for small error between y and y d , H 12 must be close to 1. The virtual environment describes the desired response of y d to the human operator force f ; however, referring to Fig. 5 , we see that the virtual environment generates y d in response to f e not f . Thus, to generate the correct desired position y d , the term H 21 , which describes the response from f to f e , must be close to 1. The remaining terms H 11 , which describes the feedthrough from f to y, and H 22 , which describes the feedthrough from y d to f e , should be attenuated.
Let us now reintroduce the virtual environment in the feedback loop and compute distortion to verify the intuition just developed. Computing the response from f to y in Fig. 5 , we find that
Recall that closed-loop distortion Θ c is given by R/R d − 1. Substituting (23) into Θ c , we find that
If H 11 and H 22 are 0, and if H 12 H 21 is 1, then Θ c is 0 regardless of the virtual environment.
B. Optimizing for Performance
In practice, it is not possible to design the generalized virtual coupler to make distortion small for all environments and across all frequencies. Examining (24), we see that a general strategy to reduce distortion is to attenuate both H 11 
Applying the triangle inequality to (24), we can show that The design directives for the cancellation coupler minimize distortion at the cost of other feedback goals such as sensitivity. However, one may reasonably choose a virtual coupler design that, compared with the cancellation coupler, sacrifices performance but improves sensitivity. In the next section, we investigate how two virtual coupler designs, one a common virtual coupler design and the other a cancellation coupler, strike different balances between performance and sensitivity. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now demonstrate experimentally the consequences of the algebraic tradeoff between performance and sensitivity. To determine the sensitivity of a particular feedback design to the haptic device dynamics, we vary the haptic device dynamics and observe the variations in the rendered response. We compare the performance and sensitivity of two virtual coupler designs rendering two different virtual environments. One feedback design uses a cancellation coupler while the other is a spring-damper virtual coupler, a typical design modeled after the response of a parallel spring and damper. As we will show, the cancellation coupler is capable of achieving better performance than the virtual coupler; however, we do not compare these designs on performance alone. To evaluate the designs fairly, we consider the compromise between the competing objectives of performance and sensitivity inherent to both designs.
We render two mass-spring-damper virtual environments on a single-axis rotary interface similar to the device depicted in Fig. 1 and described in [16] . The experimentally determined device dynamics in radians per newton meter are
Both virtual environments have a natural frequency of 2 Hz and a damping ratio of 0.2, but the gain of the second system is five times the gain of the first. Let R d1 (in radians per newton meter) be the first virtual environment given by
Then, let R d2 in radians per newton meter be the second virtual environment given by
In mechanical terms, R d2 has one-fifth the mass, damping, and spring stiffness of R d1 . Fig. 6 (left) shows the frequency response of R d1 and R d2 plotted alongside the haptic wheel dynamics P . For R d1 and R d2 rendered on the haptic wheel P , we have the tradeoff severity Γ shown in Fig. 6 (right). Let us highlight an important difference between rendering R d1 and R d2 given the haptic device dynamics P shown in Fig. 6 . While |R d1 (jω)| is less than |P (jω)| at all frequencies, |R d2 (jω)| is greater than |P (jω)| at frequencies above 1 Hz (or ω = 2π). In terms of model parameters, the inertia of R d1 is greater than the device inertia, but the inertia of R d2 is less than the device inertia. Partial cancellation of the device dynamics is necessary to render R d2 accurately.
The tradeoff severity Γ shown in Fig. 6 indicates that there is little to no algebraic tradeoff between performance and sensitivity at low frequencies. However, the dip in Γ for R d2 near 2 Hz reflects the partial cancellation of hardware dynamics required to render the resonant peak. At this frequency, the cost of accurately rendering R d2 is significant amplification of sensitivity.
A. Spring-Damper Virtual Coupler Design
A proper implementation of the common spring-damper virtual coupler is a network of lead filters B given by
The scalar parameters k and b adjust the stiffness and damping of the virtual coupler, and the pole at s = −1/τ makes the elements of B proper. A recommended technique for tuning the spring-damper virtual coupler is to set R d = 0 and tune the remaining lead filter B 11 using typical loop-shaping methods [17] . As is often the case when tuning servo controllers, the presence of highfrequency unmodeled dynamics limits the closed-loop bandwidth. For our experimental setup, we select k = 17.1 (N·m/rad) and b = 0.203 (N·m·s/rad), which results in an open-loop transfer function P B 11 with 60
• of phase margin at 50 Hz. Higher bandwidth is not possible with our hardware as it excites a resonance in the chain drive that connects our motor and handwheel. The pole at −1/τ was selected to have a break frequency of 185 Hz, significantly above the 50-Hz crossover frequency and well below the 1-kHz sampling frequency. A Tustin approximation of the spring-damper virtual coupler provided the digital implementation of B.
The predicted performance of the spring-damper virtual coupler rendering R d1 and R d2 is shown in Fig. 7 Conventional wisdom directs us to increase the stiffness k and damping b of the virtual coupler to improve performance; however, the poor rendering of R d2 is not due to insufficient gains. Let us denote the elements of (30) by F = (bs + k)/(τ s + 1). It follows from (22) that
Closed-loop distortion Θ c for the spring-damper virtual coupler may be computed by substituting (31) into (24). With some algebraic manipulation, distortion for the virtual coupler reduces to
To strengthen the virtual mechanical connection of the virtual coupler, we may increase k and b. This strategy, however, does not drive Θ c to 0. This is apparent by considering |Θ c (jω)| as
Distortion is small only if |R d (jω)| is small relative to |P (jω)|. Mechanically speaking, the high-gain virtual coupler rigidly attaches the virtual environment to the haptic device, but does not cancel device dynamics. At frequencies where the virtual environment dynamics are already similar to the haptic device dynamics, open-loop distortion is small and the virtual coupler actually has worse performance in closed-loop than open-loop. Let us now consider the predicted sensitivity of the springdamper virtual coupler design to hardware variations. The predicted Bode sensitivity function to render R d1 and R d2 is given by the solid traces in Fig. 8 . Since S is identically 1 in the absence of feedback, any attenuation of |S(jω)| below 1 indicates the beneficial effect of feedback in reducing sensitivity to hardware dynamics. The dashed trace shows the limit for S as the ratio of closed-loop distortion to open-loop distortion Θ c /Θ o approaches 0.
Due to the tradeoff between performance and sensitivity, no feedback design can simultaneously attenuate Θ c (jω)/Θ o (jω) and S(jω). Let us first focus on frequencies below 1 Hz, where Θ c /Θ o is small for both R d1 and R d2 as shown in Fig. 7 . In this frequency band, the Bode sensitivity function S, indicated by Step responses of virtual environments R d 1 (top) and R d 2 (bottom) rendered by the spring-damper virtual coupler. The solid traces indicate the desired response. Dashed traces were obtained using the nominal haptic device, whose dynamics are given by (27). Dash-dot traces were obtained on a modified device with 30% less rotational inertia. the solid traces in Fig. 8 , must approach the limit R d /P as dictated by (18). Due to the tradeoff, attenuation of |S(jω)| below |R d (jω)/P (jω)| is necessarily achieved at some cost to performance. While the algebraic tradeoff predicts that attenuation of sensitivity may require amplification of Θ c /Θ o in rendering R d2 , the virtual coupler design is clearly suboptimal with respect to the tradeoff. Near 2 Hz, we see that |Θ c /Θ o | is approximately 1 and |S| is greater than 1. In this frequency range, the virtual coupler does not improve performance (relative to open-loop) and amplifies sensitivity to hardware dynamics.
Experimental step responses of R d1 and R d2 rendered by the spring-damper virtual coupler are shown in Fig. 9 . The applied step torque is selected such that the dc response of both virtual environments is a half rotation of the handwheel. The solid trace is the virtual environment (the desired response) and the dashed trace labeled "R (nominal P )" is the actual response. The predicted closed-loop distortion Θ c (shown in Fig. 7 ) is better for R d1 than for R d2 , which is reflected experimentally by a smaller mismatch between the actual and desired traces for R d1 than for R d2 .
To evaluate sensitivity of the feedback design to hardware variations, we removed part of the handwheel from our device. System identification showed that this modification reduces the rotational inertia by approximately 30%. The dash-dot traces in Fig. 9 are the step responses obtained using the modified device. Sensitivity to hardware variations is evident in the mismatch between "R (nominal P )" and "R (perturbed P )," and as predicted by the larger peak value of S for R d2 , the rendered response of R d2 exhibits greater sensitivity to hardware variations than the rendered response of R d1 . 
B. Cancellation Coupler Design
Parameters of the cancellation coupler H 11 , H 12 , and H 21 are designed according to the design directives given in Section IV. We begin by designing B 11 . To attenuate H 11 , we increase the magnitude of B 11 ; however, as with the spring-damper virtual coupler, the gain of B 11 is limited by high-frequency modes of the haptic device. Subject to the same hardware limitations, we select the same lead filter B 11 for the cancellation coupler that we used in the spring-damper virtual coupler. The resulting frequency response for H 11 is shown in Fig. 10 Fig. 10 . The predicted closed-loop distortion for the cancellation coupler design is shown in Fig. 11 . Comparing closed-loop distortion of the cancellation coupler with the virtual coupler, we see that low-frequency performance is similar, but the cancellation coupler maintains low distortion over a wider bandwidth than the spring-damper virtual coupler. As a consequence, the Bode sensitivity function for the cancellation coupler design, shown in Fig. 12 by the solid trace, approximates the limit R d /P over a wider bandwidth than the Bode sensitivity function for the spring-damper virtual coupler design. Thus, according to the tradeoff, the peaks in S near 2 Hz for the cancellation coupler cannot be attenuated without compromising performance.
In the frequency range from 30 to 150 Hz, the cancellation coupler amplifies rather than attenuates distortion. Furthermore, at some frequencies in this range, sensitivity is also amplified. At these frequencies, where both Θ c /Θ o and S are amplified, the cancellation coupler design is clearly suboptimal with respect to the algebraic tradeoff between performance and sensitivity. We caution, however, against more general conclusions about the optimality of either cancellation coupler or the spring-damper virtual coupler (which also exhibits a suboptimal combination of performance and sensitivity at some frequencies.) Other tradeoffs may be imposed by integral relationships across frequency that are beyond the scope of the present discussion.
Experimental step responses of the rendered virtual environments are shown in Fig. 13 along with the desired step responses of R d1 and R d2 . The predicted performance of the cancellation coupler (Fig. 11) is superior to the virtual coupler (Fig. 7) . This theoretical prediction is confirmed experimentally by the rendered step responses of the cancellation coupler, given by the dashed traces in Fig. 13 , which track the desired responses of R d1 and R d2 better than rendered step responses of the springdamper coupler, shown in Fig. 9 .
As with the spring-damper virtual coupler design, we evaluate sensitivity of the rendered step response to hardware variations by removing part of the handwheel from our device. This modification reduces the rotational inertia of the device by approximately 30%. The dash-dot traces in Fig. 13 are the rendered step responses of the virtual environments using the modified hardware. While the step responses of R d1 and R d2 rendered on the nominal device closely match the desired stepresponses of R d1 and R d2 , the step response of R d2 on the modified haptic device reveals a much greater sensitivity to the hardware dynamics than the step response of R d1 . Thus, a design with good predicted performance but large sensitivity may actually suffer from poor performance due to small variations in the haptic device dynamics.
VI. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown a fundamental design tradeoff in haptic rendering between distortion and sensitivity to the haptic device dynamics. The limit (16) quantifies the cost in terms of sensitivity to attenuate distortion and cannot be circumvented by feedback design. Instead, reduction of the inherent dynamics of the haptic device, such as reducing damping and inertia, may be necessary to reduce the sensitivity required to render a virtual environment.
As a practical matter, the set of virtual environments that can be rendered well with a particular haptic device is limited. As the magnitude of the virtual environment dynamics R d increases relative to the haptic device dynamics P , error in the model of the haptic device P must be reduced to maintain low distortion in the face of high sensitivity. However, the accuracy of available models for a haptic device is typically limited and the hardware dynamics are themselves subject to some variation over time.
While we have not addressed coupled stability of the human operator with the haptic interface system, our analysis of the tradeoff between performance and sensitivity holds important implications for passivity. To guarantee stable interaction with the human operator, we may design sR to be passive, which implies that the Nyquist plot of sR lies in the closed right-half plane. (Note that R must be multiplied by the Laplace variable s to obtain a transfer function between force and velocity.) As given by (13) , the Bode sensitivity function describes the sensitivity of the rendered virtual environment R to parameter variations in the haptic device and model uncertainty. Thus, robustness of passivity to hardware variations and uncertainty is also determined by S.
In Section V, we demonstrated that the cancellation coupler design provides superior performance compared with the spring-damper virtual coupler at frequencies where the virtual environment dynamics require cancellation of the haptic device dynamics. However, one may reasonably choose not to use the cancellation coupler to improve sensitivity or guarantee other properties of the closed-loop. The cancellation coupler, for instance, does not necessarily generate a passive rendered response to the human operator even when the virtual environment is passive. The limitations passivity would impose on the cancellation coupler is an open research question.
A common challenge in haptic rendering is the virtual wall environment [1] , [5] , [6] , [9] . Although our theoretical framework does not address the switching inherent to the virtual wall problem, we can comment on operation within the virtual wall, where R d → 0, and outside the virtual wall, where |R d | → ∞. Operating inside the virtual wall, the virtual environment is very stiff and the algebraic tradeoff between performance and sensitivity is small. The free-space motion outside the virtual wall, however, involves a tradeoff between performance and sensitivity. The sensitivity required to overcome the haptic device dynamics to render the desired free-space dynamics may be large in certain frequency ranges. A well-known relationship predicts the minimum physical damping of the haptic device to render a passive virtual wall using a sampled proportionalderivative control [1] . It is suggested that physical damping added to maintain passivity be actively canceled to some extent to recover free-space performance. Such a strategy, however, must be considered in light of the algebraic tradeoff which predicts that the cost of compensating for hardware dynamics is amplification of sensitivity. Furthermore, as we have noted, this sort of feedback compensation may exhibit much greater sensitivity than a feedforward control scheme.
The algebraic tradeoff between performance and sensitivity to hardware dynamics assumes a control architecture with position feedback. Additional sensors can mitigate the tradeoffs inherent to the position feedback architecture. A logical choice is the addition of a force sensor measuring the human operator's force f on the haptic device. With this measurement, we may compute the desired position y d by R d f . Then, typical high-gain control techniques, not subject to the algebraic tradeoff between performance and sensitivity, could be applied to make the haptic device position y track y d . His current research interests include the analysis and design of teleoperator and haptic interface control systems with application to by-wire vehicle interfaces and medical robotics.
